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Penguin Books Ltd, United States, 2001. Paperback. Condition: New. Reissue. Language: English .
Brand New Book. This rich and exciting sci-fi trilogy follows the search of one man--raised to be the
ultimate general, the penultimate killing machine--for his own humanity and for the son he s never
known. The final conflict is about to begin. The Forbidden Borders form a seemingly unassailable
gravity-powered barrier, cutting humankind off from the wider universe, confining rival empires to
a few star systems, and leaving them to strive endlessly against one another for total control. But
now the weakest have fallen, only two mighty empires remain, and each must once again turn to
the man both fear more than they fear one another. The man each is determined to hire--or, failing
that, to assassinate--Staffa kar Therma, Lord Commander of the Companions. Trained to be the
ultimate killing machine, the penultimate general, Staffa has led his crack Companion mercenary
troops to victory time and again. Throughout the human worlds, the Lord Commander is cursed as
the Star Butcher, bringer of death and destruction. And never before has he turned his back from
undertaking a new contract. But along with his most recent victory has come...
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Reviews
Good e book and useful one. It really is simplistic but shocks in the 50 % of your book. Your way of life period will probably be convert the instant you total
reading this ebook.
-- Mya h Willia mson
I just began looking over this pdf. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am pleased to let you know that this is the greatest book
i have got read inside my personal life and can be he very best pdf for at any time.
-- Dr . Da vonte Schmidt MD
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